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Differentiate between: (a) control mass and control volume; (b) gauge pressure and
absolute pressure.

2 Differentiate between the stored energy and transient energy with examples. Sketch
poll,tropic processes on a common P-V diagram for different values of n.

3. Sketch the following pmcesses on P - v and r - v diagrams. Show both initial and final
states properly relative to saturation curues.

a) A saturated vapor in a rigid tank is heated.
b) A superheated vapor is condensed isobaricalty to the satumted liquid state.
c) A compressed liquid is heated isobarically to the saturated vapor.
d) A two-phase mixture in a rigid tank is heated such that it passes through a criticar

point.

4. write down the general mass and energy conservation equations for a control volume
under steady state. Reduce them for heat exchanger and adiabatic pump,

5. Define reversible heat transfer reservoir. Also derive expressions for the change in
entropy due to reversible heat transfer process and interpret the result.

6. Differentiate between Power cycle and Refiigeration cycle with the appropriate examples.
Skctch the components of a steam power plant and corresponding pro"*ir", on p-v and. T-s diagrams.

7' using thennal resistance approach derive an expression for outside overall heat transfer
coefficients for two layers of hollow cylinder subjected to convection medium on both
sides.

8. Three pressure gauges are co*ected to a container consisting of iwo compartments as
shoq'n in below figure. Ifthe local barometer reads 750 mm ofHg and pressure gauges A
and B read 300 kPa and 200 kpa respecrively. Determine the absoluti pressure irieach
com!1{me.nl_ and reading of pressure gauge C. [Take ppg : 13600 Kg/m] and
g = 9.8 i n/s',l
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, o Water (4 kg)^is 
_c3tail9d in a piston cylinder device shown in below figure initially at a

l:.t:I., "f 100*Pa-with aluality of l0%. The piston has a mass of l0-0 kg and aiross
sectronat area of 24'525 cm'. Heat is now added until H2o reaches a sah'ated vapor state.
Sketch the process on P - v and T - v diagrams and determine

a) the initial volume
b) the final pressure, and
c) the total work transfer. [Take Pu6 = 100 kpa, g = 9.g1 m/sl. lRef€t aftached table for

the properties of steaml

10. Air enters an adiabatic nozzle steadily at 300 kpa,
and leaves at 100 kpa and with a velocity of 200
0.01 m2. Determine

a) the mass flow rate ofair through the nozzle,
b) the exit temperature ofthe sir, and
c) the exit area of the nozde. r

[Take R = 287 J&gK and Co = 1005 ykgK]

I 1. A heat pump having a coefficient of performanc€ 50% of 'the theoreli{al maximum
maintains a 

-house 
ar a tempefature of 2Fc. The heat reakage from tlre house occurs at a

rate of 0.8 kW per degree temperature difference. For a maxi-mum powcr iagrt of 1.5 kW,determine the minimum surroundings temperature for *hich trt" u iu'.p * i t,isufficient? 
i

12. The.nrggle and temperatuie al the beginning of the compression sfto&e of an air
siandard Diesel cycle are 100 kpa and 300 K. rf,e peak pressure and teuper&rre durin!
the cycle are 8000 kPa and 3000 K respectively. betermi.re tf,. 

"o*pori"n .utio, dE
cycle efficiency and the mean effectiu" pr"r.ur".lTuk. y : l 4, Cp = fOiS f*gft

l3' A lake surface is covered by a g cm thick layer 9f ice (k:2.23 wmK) rvrrm the ambient
air temperature is -12.5"c. A themiocouple embedded on the upper stfu oftt 

" 
taye,

indicates a temperature of -5'c- Assuming steady state .onau"iion ;o io u 
"o 

riqi.ia
subcooling at the bottom surface ofthe icJlayer, Find the heat tansfer co€fficient at the
upper surface. Also work out thg heat loss per unit area.

8:8 +

t8l

150"C and with a velocity of 20 m/s
m./s. The inlet area of ttc nozzle is
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Define thermodynamic bquilibrium and tlermodynamic state. Also explain conditions

required for a thermodynamic equilibrium'

Derive the mathematical expression of displacement work and simplify it for polltrophic

process.

Define the term moish.[e contenl, superheated vapor, sahrration pressute and sahrrated

liquid.

Differentiate between steady state work applications and stcady state flow applications

with examples. Also write &e functions and goveming equations for an adiabatic turbine

and adiabatic nozzle.

Define heat engine, heat pump ald reftigerator. Also define factors used to measure their

performance.

Sketch the Rankine cycle on p-v and T-s plots when the state of stream at the boiler oudet

is saturated and superheated vapor respectively. Derive an expression for the efficiency of
Rankine cycle.

Dsfine thermal resistance. Derive the expressions for the rate ofh€at transfer and overall

heat tuansfer coefficient for composite wall consisting of two layers and conYection on

both sides.

A 5 kg piston in a cylinder with diameter of 100 mm is loaded with a linear spring and the

outsidi atrnospheric presswe of 100 kPa The spring exerts no force on the pislon when it
is at the bottom of the cylinder and for the state shown in figure below, the pressrne is

400 kPa with volurne of 0.4 L. The valve is opened to let some air, casing the piston to

rise 2 cm. Find the new pressure.

Air $uppry
line

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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9. A piston cylinder arrangement shown in figure below contains 2 kg of water initially at a
pressure of200 kPa and a temperature of50'c. Heat is added rmtiithe piston reaches ae
upper stops where the total volume is 1.5 m3. It takes a pressure of 6b0 kpa to lift thepiston. Sketch the process on p-v and T-v diagrams and determine th" firal t".p;;;;;
and lhe total work tmnsfer.

10' Nitrogen (5 kg) is contained in a piston cyrinder derive shown in figure berow initiauy at
a pressure of800 kPa and a temp€rature of 127"c. There is a heat traasfer to the syiem
yltil the temperature reaches to.527oc. It takes a pressure of 1500 kpa to rit trre piston.
Sketch the process on P-V and r-V diagrams and determine the totar work -i h"ut
tramfer in the process. [Take R = 297 J,T-g.K and Cy = 743 Jtkg.K]

1 l. An air conditioning unit having cop 50% ofthe theoretical maximum maintains a house
at u terperature of 20"c by cooring it again the surrounding temperature. The house
gains Energy at a rate of 0.8 KW per degree temperature difference. For a maximum
work. input of 1.8 KW, determine the maximum surrounding temperatue for which it
provides suffi cient cooling.

12. In an ideal Brayton cycle, air enters the compressor at 100 kpa and 300 K and the turbine
at 1000 kPa and 1200 K. Determine the network per kg of air and the cycle efficiency.
lTake y = 1.4 and cp = I .005 KJ/kg.kl

13' A fiuance is made of fueclay brick of thickness 0.3 m and thermal conductiv ity of 1.2
wm.k. The outside surface is to be insulated by an insulating material with the thermal
conductivity of 0.05 wmk. Determine the thickness of the insulating layer in order to
limit the heat loss per unit area of the fumace wall tol200 wm2. when the inside surface
of wall is at 900"C and the outside surface is at 25"C.
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Define thermodynamic property. Differentiate between intensive and extensive properties
with examples-

ln what respect the heat and work interactions are (i) similar and (ii) dissimilar?

Define quality and moisture content. Derive an expression for specifrc volume ofa two
phase mixture in terms of quality.

Define a cycle. Explain first law of thermodynamics for control mass undergoing cyclic
process- Write down statements of first law for power cycle and refrigeration cycle.

Define entropy. Derive and expressions for change in entropy for reversible heat transfer
and reversible work transfer process.

Explain the working principle of Bra)4on cycle with corresponding processes on P-v and
T-s diagrams.

Differentiate betw€en steady state and unsteady state heat transfer. Derive an expression
for steady state heat transfer though a composite cylinder consisting of three layers.

A cylinder with a total volume of 2ml has a movable piston as shor,rm in figure below,
when the piston is at one fourth of the length, both sides have the same specific volume of
8 m3&g. Determine the specific volumes of both sides when the piston is at middle of the
cvlinder.

t4l
14)

{41
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t61
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9. The frictionless piston shown in figure below has a mass of 20 kg and a cross sectional
area of 78.48 crn'. Heat is added until the temperatue reaches 400oC. If the quality of the
HzO at the initial state is 0.2, determlne:

i) The initial pressure
ii) The mass of H2O
iii) The quality ofthe system when the piston hits the tops
iv) The final pressure and
v) The total work transfer [Take P"6 = 100 kPa, g = 9.81 m/s']

t8l



10..1I-."1 *l I compressor operating at steady state at 100 kpa 300 K and leaves atl000kPa, 400 K, v/ith a volumetric flow rate of t.5 m3lmin. The work consumea uy tt e
compressor_ is 250 kJ per kg of ti.-f9sg"1iog_the effects of potential and kinetic energl
determine the heat transfEr rate in KW- [Take R = 2g7 ykgK and Cp = 1005 J/kgK]

11. A refrigerator having a COp of 4 maintains the freezer compartment at _3" C byremoving heat at a rate of 10800 kflkg and rejects hear to the sunoundin g at il.i.
Determine thg power input to the refrigerator and compare it with minimurn-theoretical
power input. Jf the- electricity cost r O/kwh, determine tire actual an minimum theoretical
cost per day for effective operation of l2hlday.

12. At the beginning of a cornpression sAoke of an air standard diesel cycle having a
compression ratio of 16, the temperature is 300 K and the pressure is 100 kpa. If thei*off ratio for the clcle is 2, determine (a) the thermal efficie.rcy (b) the mian effective
pressure. [Take y = 1.4, R = 2S7J&g.k].

13. A thick-walled tube of stainress steel 1k:19 t *" c) with 2 cm inside diameter and 1 cmthickness is covered with a 3 cm rayer of asbestos insulation (ft:g.2wm"c). If the insideyll,Ilf:*: 3f.the 
pipe^is maintained at 600"C and ourside *JL,"rUir*i*" 

"iir,"lnsura$on ls malntarned at 100'c, calculate the heat ross per unit length. Also carcurate
the tube insulation interface temDerature.
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Explain how will you find out whether a given variable is a thermodynamic property or
not. Also define state function and path function.

Explain the differences between stored energy and transient energy with examples. Also
define total energy.

Define the following terms:

compressed liquid, degree of superheat, quality, entalpy and specific heat at constant
volume.

Write down the firnctions of turbine, compressor, nozzle arrd, heat exchanger. Also write
down energy equations for them. t61

Define reversible heat transfer reservoir and reversible work transfer reservoir. Also
derive the expressions for change in entropy due to reversible heat transfer and reversible
work transfer processes. t6j

Explain the working principle ofan ideal diesel cycle with P-V and T-S diagrams. t6l

Derive an expression for conduction heat transfer through a composile cylinders
consisting of three layers of different materials.

Three pressure gauges are connected to a container consisting of two compartrnents as

shown in figure below. If the local barometer reads 750 mm ofHg and prqssure gauges A
and B reads 300 kPa and 200 kPa respectively. Determine the absolute plessure in each

compartment and reading of pressure gauge C. [Take pHg = 13600 kg/m' and
g = 9.81 m/s"l

5.

6.

7.

8.

t6l
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9. A piston cylinder device shown in figure below contains w-ater initially at a pressure of

125 kPa with a quality of SV/o. Heat is added to the s)'stem until it reaches to a final
temp€rature of 800'C. It takes a pressure of 600kPa to lift the piston from the stops.
Sketch the process on P-v and T-r' diagrams and determine:

the mass of H2O in the system, and
the total work hansfer

10. A Gas undergoes a thermodynamic-cycle consisting oftlree process, Process 1-2 constant
Pressne, P : 1.4 trars, v1 : fl.S28m', wrz : 10.5 kJ

Process 2-3, compression with Pv : constant, U3 : U2

Process 3-1, constant volume, Ur-U3 = -26.4kJ

There are no significant change in kinetic and potential energy

a) Sketch the system on a P-v diagram.
b) Calculate Net work for a cycle, in kJ.
c) Calculate the heat transfer ofProcess 1-2inkJ
d) Is this a Power cycle or a Reftigerator cycle?

I 1 . 4 kg of water at 25oC is mixed with I kg of ice at 0'C in an isolated system. Calculate the
change in entropy due to rnixing process. [Take latent heat of ice L : 336 kJ/kg and
specific heat ofwater c = 4.18 kJ&g Kl

12. In an Ideal Brayton cycle, air enters the compressor at 100 kPa and 300k and the turbine
at 1000 kPa and 1200k. Heat is transferred to the air at a rate of 30Mw. Determine the
efficiency and Power output of the plant.Fake Cp = 1005 J/kg t! and 5 1.41

13. An exterior wall of a house consists of 0.1m layer of common brick (k : 0.7 Wm.C)
followed by a 0.04 m layer of gypsum plaster (k : 0.48 Wn"C). What thickness of
Ioosely packed rcck wool insulation (k = 0.065 Wm'C) should bo added to reduce the
heat loss tbrot'eh the wall by 80 percent?

a)
b) t8l

t8l
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.- 1. Differentiate between Microscopic and Macroscopic viewpoint

2. Define pollropic process. Sketch polytropic processes on a common graph for different

values ofn. Also derive an expression for work transfer for a poll'tropic process'

3. Define the following terms: saturation temperatue, superheated vapor, moisture conteni,

critical point and specific heat at constant pressure.

4. Write down expression for first law of thermodynamics for a control mass. Reduce it for a

cycle process and write down statement of first law of thermodynamics for power and

refrigeration cYcles.

5. What is the key feature of second law of thermodynamics? state and explain second law

ofthenaodynamics for an isolated system. Also explain entropy generallon'

5. Explain the working principle of an Rankine with P-V and T-S diagram'

7. Derive a heat flow equation through a composite plane wall consisting of three layers of
different materials.

8. On a new scale N of temperature the freezing point of ice and boiling point of $-ater ale

_ 100rN aad 400"N respectively. Derive an expression to convert a temperature reading on- 
N scale to oc scale. Aiso determine the change in N scale when the tempelature of a

system increases bY 50"C.

9. A piston cylinder device shorm in figure below contains 2 kg of water initially at a
preisure of 500 Kpa with a quality of 20Yo. Tlte water is heated until. it becomes a

iaturated vapor. The volume ofth" ..".t"- when the piston is at the upper stops is 0.4m3.

Sketch the process on P-v and T-v diagnms and determine:

t4l

i4l

l4l

t6l

t6l

16l

t6l

t6l

t8l

a)
b)

the final pressrtre, and

the total work hansfer

l"it-l
l*,'olV'
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10. -A'ir expands rhrough an adiabaric tubine from 1000 Kp4 1000 K to r00 Kpa. 400K. The
ir et velocity is 10 m/s where as exit velocilv is 100 m1s. The power output ofthe urbine
is 3600 KW. Derermine the mass flow rare of air, the inrei and the ixit area. I Take
R = 287 J/KgK and Cp : 1005 J/ItgKl tSl

l1' An air conditioning unit having CoP 50% of the theoritical maximum maintains a house
at a temp€rature of 20'c by cooling it against the surrounding temperatur€. The house
gains energy at a rate of0.8kw per degree temperatue differcnce. For a maximum work
input of 1.8KW. Determine the maximum surrounding temperature for which it provjcles
sufficient cooling. 

t8l
12. An ideal diesel engine has a compression ratio of20 and uses air as the workins fluid.

The state of air at the begiruring of the compression process is 95kpa and 20.c: If the
maxrmum tenperat,re in the cycre is not to exceed 2200K, determine a) the thermal
efficiency and b) the mean ellbctive pressure. [Take Cp : 1005J/kgK, and 1 = 1.4] t8l

13. a) A hollow cylinder with inner and outer diameter ofg cm and 12 cm resoectively has
an inner surface tempemture of 200"c ard outer surfaca temperatur" of so.c. ir *r"
thermal conductivity of the cylinder material is 60 wlr4K, detennine the heal transfer
ffom the unit length of the pipe. Also determine the temperature at the surface at a
radial distance of5 cm from the axis ofthe cylinder. Vl

b) The magnitude of heat transfer through an insulating layer of 0.g m2 surface area,
5 cm thick and having a thermat conductivity of 0.25 w'mK is found to be 1600 w.
Determine the temperature difference existing across the material. llj
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i. Define atmospheric pressure, gauge pr.gssure and absolute pressure. Also write down the

relationship between them.

2- Differentiate between heat transfer and work transfer.

3. Explain saturation curve of two-phase mixture on T-V diagram.

4. Write down general mass conservation and energy conservation equations for a control
volume. Also reduce them for a control volume operating under unsteady state condition.

5. Define entropy. Derive expressions for changes in entropy for reversible heat transfer and

reversible work fransfer processes.

6. Sketch an ideal Brayton cycle on P-v and T-s diagrams. Also derive an expression for its
' effrciency in terms of pressure ratio.

7. Derive for thermal resistance of composite wall using electric analogy.

8- A 15 kg piston in a cylinder with diameter of 0.15 m is loaded with a linear spring and the

outside atrnospheric pressure of 100 kPa, as shown in figure below. The spring exerts no
force on the piston wtren it is at the lower position of the cylinder and for the state shown,
the pressure is 300 kPa with volume of 0.02 *3. The valve is opened to let some air in,
causing the piston to rise 5 cm. Find the new pressure. [Take g: 9.81 m/s']

Air *upply
Iine

t4l

t4l

t4l
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9. A piston cylinder device shown in figure belo'w contains 2 kg of HzO with an initial

temperature ahd volume of 80"C and 0.05 m3 respectively. It requires a pressure of
400 kPa to lift the piston from the stops. The system is heated until its temperature

reaches 250'C. Sketch the process on P-v and T-v diagrams and determine the total work

transfer. [Refer attached table for the properties of steam] l8I

I0. Air expands through an adiabatic turbine from 1000 kPa, 1000 K to 100 kPa, 400 K. The
inlet velocity is 10 m/s whereas exit velocity is 100 m/s. The power output of the turbine
is 3600 kW. Determine the mass flow rate of air and the inlet and exit diameters. [Take
R:287 JlkgK and C, = 1005 J/kgKl. t8I

I t. An air conditioning unit with a power input of 1.5 kW. It has a COP of 3 while working
as a cooling unit in swnmer and 4 while working as heating unit in winter. it maintains a

hall at 22"C year around, which exchanges heat at a rate df 0.8 kW per degree

temperature difference with the surrorurdings. Determine. the ma:<imum and the minimum
outside temperahue for which this unit is sufficient. t8]

12. A Rankine cycle ha-s a boiler working at a pressure of 2 MPa. The marimurn and
minimum temperatures during the cycle are 400oC and 50"C respectively. Determine the
efficiency of the cycle and compare it with that of the Camot cycle operating between the
same tempeiature limits. [Refer attached table for the properties of steam] t8I

13. A2.5 cm thick plate (k: 50 WmK) 50 cm by 75 cm is maintained at 300oC. Heat is lost
from the plate surface by convection and radiation to the ambient air at 20oC. If the
emissivity of the surface is 0.9 and the convection heat transfer coeflicient is 20 WmzK,
determine the inside plate t6mperature. [o = 5.67 x lOa Wl#f4] ' t6I

J.

H:O

'€'.t..i*-',
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L Differentiate between intensive and extensive property. State whether the following
properties are intensive or extensive volume, specific volume, temperature and pressure. t4l

2. Differentiate between heat transfer and work ftansfer. I4l
3. Define pure substance. Explain with illustration. t4l

4. Derive the general energy equation for control volume. 16I

5. Derive the expression for change ofentropy for reversible heat reservoirs and reversible
work reservoirs. t6]

6. Differentiate between gas and vapor cycles. Also derive an expression for the air standard
efficiency of Otto cycle in terms of compression ratio. t6]

7. Derive the expression for combined conduction and convection heat tansfer through
hollow cylinder'covered with two layers of insulation. t6]

8. A gas is contained in a piston cylinder device initially at a pressure of 150 kPa and a
volume of 0.04 m3. Calculate the work done by the gas when it undergoes the following
processes to a final volume of 0.1 m3, (i) Constant-Pressure (ii) Cbnstant temperature (iii)
PVI'35: constant. t6]

9. A piston cylinder device with a linear spring initially contains water at a preszure of 4
MPa and 500oC with an initial volume being O.lmr, as shown in figure. The system now
cools until the pressure reaches 1000 kPa. If the piston is at the bottom, the system
pressure is 300 kPa sketch the process on P-v diagram and determine: t8I

'i:.

h16

'dl ,:
. "tr'



a) The mass of water

b) The final temperature and volume and

c) The total work kansfer

[Refer the attached tables for properties of steam]

10.Air flows at a rate of 1.5 kgls tluough a hrbine, entering at 500 kPa" 150" and with a

velocity of 120 m/s and leaving at 100 kPa, 25"C and with a velocity of 60 nr/s. Power

produced by the turbine is l80MW. Determine:

a) Heat loss form the turbine and

b) Diameters of inlet and exhaust pipe

[Take R :287 llkgk, Co: 1005 J/kgk]

tl. A pison cylinder device shown in figure below contains I kg of Nitrogen initially at a
pressure of 250 kPa and a temperature of 500"C. Heat is lost from the system till its
temperature reaches 40'C. Sketch the pressure on P-V and T-V diagrams and detemrine

the energy generation. Assume that surrounding is at 20"C. Take P : 297 Jlkgk,
Cr:743 JlkqJr..

0.5 m

0.5 m

lZ.lnan air standard Brayton cycle the air enters the compressor at 0-18 MPa,34"C. The
pressure leaving the compressor is 2.3 MP4 and the maximum temperature in the cycle is
2350"C. Determine:

a) The pressure and temperature at each point cycle

b) The compressor work, turbine work, and cycle efficiency

[Take Cp: 1005 J/kgh f 1.41

13. A steam main of 8 cm inside diameter and 9.5 cm outside diameter is lagged with tvso
successive layers of insulation. The layer in contact wittr prpe is 3.75 cm asbestos with
thermal conductivity 0.11 W/m'K and the asbestos layer is covered with 1.5 cm thick
magnesia insulation with thermal conductivity of 0.067Wim"K. The inside film heat
transfer co-efficient is 290 W/#K and the outside film heat hansfer co-efficient is 7.0
Wm2K. Conductivity of pipe material is 45 WmoK. Calculate the inside and outside
overall heat transfer co-efficient for 50 m length if the steam is passing.is at 350oC and
the ambient temperatur€ is 30oC.

++*

l8l

t8l

€,,

t6l
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I. Define thermodynamic equilibrium. Explain with illustrations.

2. Explain the concept of thermodynamic work and differentiate it with mechanical work.

3. Sketch the saturation curve on P-v and T-v diagram with all important points, lines and

regions.

4. Derive and explain first law of thermodynamics for a control mass. Also reduce it for a
cylic progress.

5. Defure entropy. Derive isentropic relations for an ideal gas and an incompressible.

6. Explain the working of simple vapor compressiou refrigeration cycle with corresponding
processes in p-h and T-s diagrams.

7. Derive expressions for inside and outside overall heat transfer co-efficient for a hollow
cylinder subjected to convection medium on both sides.

8. 4 kg ofair contained in a piston cylinder arrangement at an initial pressure of2500 kpa
andinitial volume of 0.25 m3 is allowed to expand according to preisure volume relation
of PV3= constant uutil its volume equals to 0.65 m3. The air is then cooled at constant
pressure until the piston comes to its initial position. Then heat is supplied to the air as the
piston is locked with a screw until the presstue rises to its initial pressure. Determine the
total work transfer.

9. A vessel contains 2 kg of saturated liquid water and saturated water vapor mixture at a
temperature of 150'C. One third of the volume is saturated.Jiquid and two third is
saturated vapor. Determine the pressure, quality volume internal energy and enthalpy of
the mixhre.

1 0. Steam al. 4 Mpa,450'C enters a nozzle operating at steady state with a velocity of 50- m/s.
Steam leaves the nozzle at2 Mpa and 300"C. The inlet area of the nozzle is 80 cm' and

heat loss from the nozzle surface occurs at the rate of 100 KW. Determine:

D The mass flow rate of steam
ii) The exit velocity of the steam and
iii) The exit area of the nozzle

[Refer the attached table for the properties of steam]

1 1. A control mass system consists of ice and water 12 kg of water, at 37"C is mixed with 8
kg of ice at -27"C. Assuming the process of mixing is adiabatic, find the change of
entropy. Latent heat of ice:336kJ&g, Co for water:4.2klkgk.

12. A compression ratio of an air standard otto cycle is 8. At the beginning of the
compression process, the pressure and temperature of air are 100 kpa and 20"C
respectively. The heal added per kg of air during the cycle is 2000 KJ/kg determine:

a) The pressure and temperature at the end of each process of the cycie.

b) The therrnal efficiency. [Take C,=718 J/kg.k, Y=I.4]
13. An exterior wall of a residential building of 25 cm thick brick [F0.7 Wm."C] followed

by layers of 2cm thick cement plaster [k:0.48 Wm."C] on both sides. What thickness of
extruded polystyrene insulation [k:0.035 Wm."C] should be added to reduce tlre heat
loss (or gain) through the wall by -55 percent?

14l

t6l

t6l

t6l

t6l

t4l

t4l

t6l

t8l

t8l

t8l

t8l
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TABLEI PropertiesofSATURATEDWATER-TemperatureTable

51 sts s"

oc kPe kJ/kg.K kYks.K kJ/kg.K

1.9429 4.8074

6.7937

6.7503

sg

kJ/kg.K kJ/kg.K kJ/kg.K

t55 542.99

r60 617.66

lg.i 2564.4

2568.3

6s3.95

675.65

2098.4

2082.3

2752.1

2758.00.001102 0.3060 0.3071 674.n t893.3

TABLE 7 Properties of SATURATED WATER- Pressure Table

kPa

3500 242.60

TABLE,3 Propcrties of SUPERHEATED STEAM

T
oc

sES1

2;t25t 3.3989 6.1240

IT
oc

P s

m'/kg kJ/kg kJ/kg kJ/kg.KkPa

20a0 Q12.42) (0.09959)

250 0.Il 14

300 Q.t254

350 0,r386

400 0.1512

(2599.s) (2798.7)

2678.8 2901.6

277t.8 3022.7

2859.4 3136.6

2945.t 3247.5

(6.3396)

6.s438

6.765 I

6.9556

7.1269

P

kPa

T
oc

h

m'/kg kJ/lq kJ/kc kJ/ks.K

4000 (250.39) (0.ut977)

300 0.05882

350 0.06644

400 0.07340

450 0.08002

(2601.s)

2724.4

28|26.1

29t9.8

30r0.3

(2800.6)

2959.7

3091.8

3213.4

3330.4

(6.0689)

6.3598

6.58r I

6.7688

6.9364

V1

mt/kg

vtg

m'/kg

Vr

m3/kg

U1 urg u.

kJ/kg kJ/kg kJ/kg

hr hk hr

kYkC kJ/kg lcl/kg

o.N1226

0.00r235

o.010.27

0.05582

0.06t50

0.05705

1025.5 1577-7 2603.2

r045.3 t557.6 2602.9

1029.5

1049.6

1773.6

r ?53.0

2803.1

2802.6
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/ Necessoru tablees are attached here.with.
/ Assume suitable data if necessary.

Differentiate between closed system and open system with suitable examples. t5I

Define total energy of a system. And differentiate between the stored energy and transient
energy with examples. 141

Sketch saturation curve of water in T-v with the help of isobar lines. Show all important
points, lines and rbgion. Also define saturation tempexature and quality. t6l

Write down general expressions for mass and energy conversion for a control volume.
Reduce these equations foran adiabatic nozzle and condenser. . t6]

Derive expression of entropy generation for a control mass. t6I

Write ttre assumptions of an air standard analysis. Sketch an ideal diesel cycle on P-v and
T-s diagrams. Also compareOtto and diesel oycle. t6I

Derive an expression for steady state radial heat conduction through a hollow cylinder.
Also derive expression for its thermal resistance. t4I

A vessel shown has trvo compartrnents as shown in figtre below at different pressures.

The pressure gauge A reads 4 bar and B reads 2 bar. The barometer reads 760mm of Hg.
Calculate ttre reading of gaugrc. [Take p = l3600kg/m3 and g = 9.8tm/s2] t5I

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

.4,e

9. A one liter closed vessel contains
rmtil its pressure drops to I MPa.

conditions. This vessel is cooled
of water in the vessel, the final

drymess fraction and final temperature. Also show the process on P-v at T-v diagrams.

10. Consider the piston/cylinder arrangement as shown figure below. Wherr the piston rests
on the lower stops, the enclosed volume is 400L. When the piston reaches the upper
stops, the volume is 600L. the cylinder initially contains water at l00kPa, 2tr/o qual;ity:lt
is heated until the water eventually exists as saturated vapor. It takes a pre'ssure of 300kPa
to lift the piston. Sketch P-v and T-v diagrams and determine the work transfer and heat
hansfer for the overall process.

t61

+

t8l



-1
I

I

I

l

ll.The conditions of steam at entance and exit of a turbine are: hr = 3456.5kJ&g,

Sr:7.2338kJ/kgK, V1 = l50m/s; and hz = 2792.8kJk8, Sz : 7.4665 kJ/kgK, Vz : l00m/s
respectively. The work output per kg of steam flow is.600kJ. Heat transfer between of
500K. Determine the entopy generation per kg steam flow. t8I

12. Air is used as the working fluid in a simple ideal Brayton cycle that has a pressure ratio of
12, a compressor inlet temperature of 300K, and a turbine inlet temperature of 1000K.

Determine the required mass flow rate of air for a net power output of 90MW also

calculate thermal efficiency of the cycle. t8l

13. An exterior wall of u t6w. consists of 10cm of common brick (k = 0.8WmK) followed
by a 4cm layer of gypsum plaster (k = 0.5WmK). What thickness of rock wool insulation
(k:0.065WmK) should be added to reduce the heat tansfer tluough the wall by 5A%? t8I

*rlti .
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.. Differentiate between microscopic and macroscopic view point of thermodynamics. t4l

2. Write down thg siqilarities and differences between heat tansfer and work transfer. t4]

3. Define pure zubstance.'State and.explain 'State PostulaG'. . t4]

+. Writ" down.ge,neral mass conservation and energy cohservation equations for a control ,'

volume. Also derive mass and mergy conse,lvatiou equatibns foi i g;i fiiling process in a
t6lgas station.

5. Write down classical statements of second law of thermodynamics. lerive the
equivalence between Kelvin Plank's and, Clausius's statement of 2nd law of
thermodynamics. ' [6]

6. What is air standard cycle? DifGrentiate betwee,n diesel cycle and otto cycle. t6]

7. Derive the heat tansfer for composite plane wall.,State the electical analogy for therrnal
resistance. , -.,i 

16l.

8. A piston cylindet device loaded with a linear spring with a spring donstant of
k - 1001dt{/m contains a gas initiAty at a pressue of P3xn : 100 kPa and a'volume of
0.05m3, as shown in figwe below. The mqss and.cross. sectional area of the piston ar9 50

. kg and 0.01m2 respectively. Heat is supplied to the system until its volurh.e doubles,
determine the final pressure. [Take g:9.81m/sz] t6]

9. A rigid vessel having a volume of 0.02m3, initially contains water at its critical state. The
vessel is cooleri until its pressure drcps to 2000kPa. Sketch the pro.cess ol P-V and.T-V
ciiagrams and determine:

a) The mass of IIzO present in the vessel

b) The quality at final state

c) The mass of saturateC liquid water and saturated water vapour at the final state. [Refer
aitached table for the irroperties of steam].

l5l



10. Argon (i00g) is iir the piston-cylir-rder cle'rice shcrvn in tne f;grue belorv. The il.itiai

lrrrir*" is e.O tvipa and temperature is 200C. There is a heat transfer to the argon,

causing the piston to rise until it hits the stops. The,re is an ad.ditiorral heat transfer until
ti':e final ii:essure is 8.0IvIPa and tenrperature is 800oC.

a) Draw the process on P-V anJ T-V diag:r-ns
t ) Find the totai rvork d.one in the prqce_ss ['i ake : 208i/kgil.

t3l

11. A heat pilnp having a coefficient of 50% of the theoretical marcimum maintains a house
at a temperature of 20oC. The heat leakage from the house occurs at a.rate of 0.8kW per
degree tanperature difference. For a ma:<imum power input of 1.5kW, determine the
minimum tqmperature for which the heat pump.will bp sufficient? . ' 

!8]
12.Asteampo}verp.larrtoperatesonasimpleRarrkinecyclebiitweenihepressr:re1imitsof.

Zlvffa and 20 kPa. The temperature of the steam at the turbine inlet is 400"C, and the
mass flow rate of steam is 50kg/s. Determine: t8]

a) The thermal efficiency of the cycle
b) The net power output of the plant [Refer attached table for the properties of steam]

13. The inside surface of an insulating layer is at 300oC and the outside surface is dissipating
heat by convection into air at 25"C. The insulating layer has a thickness of 5cm and
thermal conduOtivity of 0.8WmK. What is the minimrun heat transfer coefflcient at the
outside surface if the outside surface temperahrre should not exceed 100"C?

!-

4*'le -:.

i:.

a 
-.: 

'. -.' .-:-:.--:r 
:r').::- - j .-' . -"_ .:, ..
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i. Define thermodynamic process. Sketch P-v,.T-v and P-T diagrarn for an ideal gas

undergoing isothemral expansion.

2. Define work Eansfer and heat tansfer. Also mention their sign conventions used in the
analysis of thermodynamic problems,

3. ,Define:-saturation.temperaturg sahu'ated vapor, qoatrty, subcooled'lirfuid,and oritical=-'
point.

4. Define steady and unsteady state syste,m. Derive the e:rpression of conse,nration of n:ass

5. DeJine reversible heat tansfer reservoir and reversible work hansfer reservoir. Derive
expressions for change in entopy for reversible heat transfer reservoir and reversible
work ftansfer resen oir.

6. Differentiate between power cycle and refrigeration cycle. Sketch components, P-v and
T-s diagrams for Rankine cycle. .:i

7. Define therrnal resistance. Write down expressions of thermal. resistance for planer.wall,
hollow cylinder and convection heat tansfer. Derive an expression of heat transfei for a
composite plane wall consisting of three layers using thennal resistance, inside and

orrtside wall ternperature.

8. Attached to the'containers showu in figure below are three pressure gauges. Determine
the absolute pressure in compartue,nt 2 and reading of pressure gauge c.

a

Pa = 1.0 MPa

P16,1 = 1.0 MPa

tsl

t4l

tsl

t6l

l8l

l6l

t6l

Isl

c



9 { ,l.i^- cuniairrcl witrr a volume or'U.i70in3 is initiairy i:ued with steam at 200 kPa and

350"C. It is cooled to 90"C.

a) At what temperature does a phase changelstarts to occur?
b) What is the final Pressure?
c) What mass fraction of the water is liquid in the final state?

Also sketch the process on P-v and T-v diagrams. [Refer.the attached table for properties
of steam]

i0. An adiabatic diffuser has air entering at 100kPa, 300K, with a velocity of 200m/s. The
inlet cross sectional area of the diffuser is 100mm2. At the exit, the area is 860mm2, and
the exit velocity is 20mls. Determine the exit temperature and pressure of the air. [Take
Cp = i005 lkeK- R:287Jlkg Kl.

11. Steam at 700liPa with a quality of 0.96, is throttled down to 350kpa. Calculate the change
of enhopy per unit mass of steam. [Refer the attached table for propefiies of steam.]

12. Air enters the compressor of an ideal air standard Brayton cycle at 100kpa, 300k, with a
volumetric flow rate of 5m3/s. The compressor pressure ratio is 10. The turbine inlet
temperature is 1400k. Determine:

a) The thermal efEcie,lrcy of the cycle

13. The inside surface of an insulating layer is allTooC,and the outsidd siffitcb is dissipating
heat by sonVention in to air at 20oC. The insulation layer is 4 cm thick and has thermal
conductivity of I.2Wlm.K. What is the minimum talue of the heat transfer coeflicient at

' the outside surface if the outside temperahre is not to exceed 7OC?

l7)

t8l

l6l

t8l

l6l
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Define quality of a two-phase mixture. Water at atmospheric condition is heated to superheated
vapor state under constant pressure condition. Sketch the heating process on P-v, T-v and T-s
diagrams.

Prove that "There gxists a property of a closed system such that a change in tts vaiue is equal
to the dffirence bitween the ieat supplied and the work done during any change of state."' 

'

Write down classical statemenls of second law of themidynamics. : : -:.

Sketch P-V'and T-S diagrams fo1 air standard Otto and air s'tandatd Diesel cycle. List the
differences between Otto and Diesel cycle.

I

2,

t5l

t6l

pl

t5l
4.

=
hollow cylinder and convection heat tranbfer. Derive an b'rpression for a iomposite plane vrali
consisting oflhree layers using thermal resistance. t6]

6. . Define viscosity. Explain the effect of temperature and preSsure.on viscosity. t4]

7. Differentiate betleen Laminar and tuibutent flow. Also ,lefine Reynolds Number. t5]

8. Define turbine. How turbines are -classified according to head?' t4]

\) is contained in a vertic'al frictigrdess piston-cylinder device shown in Figttre P.9.9. Au (2 kr' The mass of the piston is such that the air has a pressure andteinperature of 10.0 MPa.and
75.50C. Theie is a heat transfer to the cylinder.trtil th" piston r.urh., some stops; at'*'hich
point the total volume is 0.04 m3. There is an additional heat transfer to the air until the
pressure is 15.0 MPa. Determine the total heat transfer and the total work, Md shor.v the
process on P-v arid T-v diagrams. IR = 287 J/kg.K, cu: 7]8 J/kg.Iq Il0J

q

Figure P.9

iC. Steam at 800 kPa aad 3000C is .flowing with a veiocit-v oi 45 nr/s re',,'e^'sii.rii, ar:ci r.diaba',ic.rlli,
tfuough a rierzT-ie and leaves the nozzle at 100 kfa. Deter;nina l-he e:lii velccrtl,'of the i't*ll:,: '::
rrr::. [Jis,ti?,, the ntiac'i:zl teoit..iit,' properiies o! ste{!n1| i: j



t

1,1 , .An.aiiirsiat;l,ard. D:esal i-'.',':le his a co[rpiess:on ratio'of 16, aid the neat':transferred to the

w'orking fluid p;r cicle is i800 kllkg. A^t the beginning of the compression process th.e

pressure is 0,1 iviPa arrd the temperature is 150C. Determine'
(a) The presswe and temperature at each point in tne cycle.
[c) The thermal efficiency.
(c) The mean effective pressure.

tTake co: L005 kIkS and cu: 0.7!8 ilikg).

12. Al insulated steam pipe passes through a rocrn in which the air and wails are at 250C. The
outside diameter of the pipe is 70 mm, and its surface temperature and emissivity are 2000C
and 0.8 respectively. If the coefficient associated with free convection heat transfer from the

surface to the air is i5 Wm2K, what is the rate of heal loss from the surface per unit leugth of
the pipe? lo -- 5.67 x l0-8 Wr/m2t)

i3. Water is florving at the rate of 40 liters/s through a tapering pipe. The diameters at the bottom
and upper ends are 300 rnm and 200'mul respectively. If the pressure at the bottom and upper

. ends arc 250 trrPa and 100 l<Pa respectively determine the difference in datum bead. lp : 1000

TABLE 1 Properties of SATURATED -\Y.{TER- Pressure Table

u0l

t7l

l7l

P T
bc

S1

kJ/kg.K

L.?696

1.3027.

1.3069

Sr.

kJ/hg.K

6.t?.4',1

6.0562

6.A476

s-

kJ,AgkPa

90.

100

l0 !..32

95.ii3

sg.diaz

I00.00

7.39-:,

7.35ri-

i.35c :

7TriSLE
. 1..:_..lr: r :

Prcperties of SUPERIIEATED STEAilI

.T
oc

P

kPa

u h s

m'/kg kl/kg '. kJ/kg kJ/kg.I(

800 (170.44)

200

250

300

i50

(0.24C4)

0.2607

0.293 i
0.3241

0.35+4

e576.6)

2630.i

2714.8

2i96.6

2877.9

(2768.9) (6.662s)

2838.S " 6.8151

2glg3 7.0373

3055,9 i.?3t g

3i6l..t 7.+0S4

li

m3/kg

vg

m'/kg

v8

mlkg

U1 uE u.

liYkg kJ/kg lcl/kg

hl hr

kJ/kg - kJftg kJ/kg

0.001041

0.001043

0.001043

1.8588

1.6933

1.6727

r.8698

1.6943

t.6737

405.1 i
4t't.41

418.96

2097.t 2502.2

2088.3'' 2505.7

2087.1 2s06.1

405.20

4u:.51.

419.06

2265.3

22s7.6

2?56.6

2670.5

2675.1

2675;7
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1. . Sketch the following process on P-v, T-v and T-s diagrams:

a) Water at compressed liquid state is heated to super heated vapoi state in a cylinder
' with a freelymoving cylinder.

. b) Water at two.phase mixture (saturated liquid and saturated vapor) state is heated to
super heated vapor state in a rigrd vesspl.

2. D.efure total e,nergy of, a syste.m. Also differentiate between the stqr-.ed energy and

3. Der{ne steady state work applications. Write ddwn the steady state energy equation and
rgdpce it for an adiabatic turbine. Explain which properties are significant for a gas .

tur6iine. ' ',.,-

4. Define a polyhopic process. Sketch polytropic processes with n : 0, 1, 1.4 and @ on a
common P-v diagram. Derive an expression for work transfer for an isothermal process.

5. Air (m : 0.1 kg) is contained in piston/cylinder assembly as shown in figure. Initiali!, the 
-

piston'rests on the stops and is in contact with the spring, which is in its unstretched'',
position. The spring constant is 100 kN/m. The piston weighs 30"tr1{ and atmospheric,i
piessure is 101 kPa. The air is initially at 300K and 200lcPa. Heaf tansfer occurs until
the:air temperature reaches the suror:oding temperature, 700K.

a). Fin<l the final pressure and volume
b) Find the process work
c) Find the heat transfer
d) Draw the P-V diagram of the process. [Take R = 287 J&gK Cv'= 718 J&g K]'

-r
20cm
J.__-_

6. Steam enters a rrozzle at 400oC ancl 800lcPa with a velocity of 1O m/s, and leaves at 300'C
and 200 kPa while losing heat at a rate of 25 kW. For an inlet area of 800cm2, determine

the velocity and th_e volume flow rate of the steam at the nozzle exit. [Refer the attached

table for properties of steam]

15l

tsl

tsl '

tsl

t10l

t8l



7. State Clprrsi,r: frcrru:lit" - .' .-;.: ^. -e',,ersiJ.i. -;.- ,, ';eg '^-l-:.rr:rgoti:ors. [5]

3. The pressure and temperature at the beginning of compression of an air-standard diesel
cycle are 95 kPa and 300K, respectively. At the end of the heat addition, the pressure is

[10]7.2lvfPa.and the temperature is 2150K. Determine:

a) the compression ratio
b) the cutoffratio
9) the thermal efficiency of the cycle. [R = 287 Jlkg, Cv = 718 J/kg K] '

9. Derive an expression for an overall heat transfer coefficient for a composite cylinder
consisting ofthree cytindrical layers subjected to convection on both sides. t5J

10. The roof of an electrically heated horne is 8m long, 6m wide, and 0.25m thick, and is
made of a flat layer of concrete whose theimal conductivity is k : 0.8 Wm.K. The
temperatures of the inner and the outer surfaces of the roof on night are measured to be
15"C and 4oC, respectively, fora period of 10 hours. Determine: t6]

a) 
- 

the rate bf heat loss through the roof for that nigtrt, and
b) the cost ofttrat heat loss to the home owner if the cost of electricity is Rs. l0lkWh.

I l. Define: Cohesive force, Pressrxe head, Stream line and Coefficient cif Lift. t5l

12. Three pipes steadily deliver water to a large exit pipe shown in figuri. For velocity
Vz : 5 rnls, and the exit flow rate Qa =.129 m3ltr, gnA 14.Vr; OJ'V4.ard,(e) .V4 if it is -

., 
....knowir th4t increasing Qiby}}%would increase Q;by 10%. : t6l

=6cm

Dz-5cm

+ --+

'1'

Dl =9cm
Dr=4crn

I 3. Define,trubomacbine and hydraulic machine. Differe,lrtiate between
r' ' 

*ttt, '

,.;,

turbiiie andpump. t5l

C
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'/ fhefigld in the margin indicate Futt Marks.
./ Assume suitable data if necessary.

1. Explain the.laws of thermodynamics. Define the enEopy as a function of state.

2. a) Write down the general steady flow energy equation. Derive the simplified fonns
when used for the centrifugal pump and table fan.

b)y,il":T#"':T"J',fl 
tTi"TTf fi ff.;"HH"j,,ff ffi ;*:'#?1"fl*i:f

long does.it take to vaporize all the liquid?

,;...",,,. ,",'.',1.-.r:', i,3.., a) Defineheat,engine;.refrige,rat9; .q4.{ heat pump, .Explain why the pe,rformanse, of,heat
I €D.gine is meastred in terms of efficiency Uut tlat of refrigerator and heat pump is in

terms of COP? Why does the expression for COP differ for refrigerator and heat
pump? 

:

b) A Carnot engine operates between two reservoirs at temperatrue Tr- and TH. The work
outpgt of the engine is 0.6 times the heat rejected. The difference in temperatures
between t}te souce and the sink is 200oc. Calculate the thermal efficiency, the source
temperature and the sink temperature.

' 4. a) Using T-S and P-V diagram, prove that, for the same quantify of heat added, increase
of compression ratio increases the thermal efficiency of an Otto-Cycle.

: !) Consider a steam power plant operating on the simple ideal Rankine Cycle. The steam
' r.r-ri -, .,enters the turbine at 3 Mpa and 350"c and is condensed in the condenser at a pressure

80 Kpa. Determine the thermal efficiency of the cycle.

5. a) Derive an expression for the heat ioss and overall heat transfer coefficient through a

composite wall of layers considering the convective heat transfer coefficient.

b) Air at 27oc and 1 atm flows over a flat plate at a temperature of 60oc witir a speed of
2 mls. Calculate the heat transferred in the first 20cm of the plate and 40cri: of the
plate. (Properties at the film temperature 43.5oc are u : 17.36x10-6m2/s, K= 0.02749
'rvimoc, Pr:0.7, Cp: 1.006 Kj,{fgk)

6. a) Explain the characteristics of laminar and turbulent boundary layer,

b)r;s::ffi1;'ix'xJ;1ffi 
:1fl:1,"11111'J.::::i?,:1i1,1::tiltH:1?ffi

velocity of flow at the first section is lnr,/s, determine the pressure at the second
section.

7. Describe the working principles of impulse and reaction turbine

***
I

tsl

tsl
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tsl

t8l

i6l

i8l

l8l

ia:

t8l

15l

t8l
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04 TRIBHUVAN I.]MVERSTTY

INSTTTI-ITE OF ENGINEERING

Examination Control Division
2072 Ashwin

a.

Exam. l{cgulur'
Level BE Full Marks 80

Programme All @xcept B. A{ch) Pass llfiarks 32

Year /'Part TIIJ, Time 3 hrs.

Subiect: - Basic Electronics Engineering (Dil51)

r' Candidates are 4:quired to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
/- ,{ttempt All questions.
r' The ligures in the margin indicate Full ltlarks.
y' Assume suitabte data if irccessary.

t^

t. a) What do you mean by filter? Explain the operation of RC high pass filter.

b) Define deperrdent voltage source and transconductance with diagrams.

2. A silicon junction PN junction diode with n : I has voltage drop 0.7 V at current of I
mA. Find the voltage drop at current equal to 0.1 mA.

3. Draw full wave bridge rectifier circuit and explain its operation. Express its equivalent
average dc voltage output.

4. Draw symbol for tunnel diode and its IV-characteristic

5. Find the values of Icq and VsBq for the glven circuit. Given=-: t

Q [1+3I

12+21

t3I

[5+l]

[1+2I

I

are:

Vcc: +24Y, F :50.
Vcc = 20V

Rl :20 K C) =2KO

P=50

R2=10KQ
Re = 1KC)

6. Draw circuit diagram to study the dc output IV-characteristics of Enhancement
MOSFET and explain its output lV-characteristic graph.

7. Explain the concept of virtual short in ideal operational amplifier.

8. Deduce the ouput voltage for integrating amplifier and non inverting amplifier.

9. State Barkhauseg criteria. Draw Wien bridge oscillator circuit and express its frequency
of oscillation.

10. What is wireless 
"o**,*"ation? 

Draw block diagram of communication system and
explain each block.

I l. What is electromagnetic wave (EMW)? Explain EMW propagation.

tsl

tsl

121

t4l

u



--a'-

(

12. Explain the operation of D-flipflop with preset and reset facilities with necessary diagram
and tuth table.

13. Subtract (15)ro from (10)ro using 2's complement method.

14. What is counter? Explain with diagram the 3-bit asynchronous codhter.

15. Draw block diagram of digital voltmeter. And dc

tsI

l2l
tsl

tsI

l4l
x3l

16. Describe active and passive transducers.

17. Write short notes on: thee)

r) Photo diode
ii) BJT as switch
iii) Differential
iv) DualityTheorem

*il"Wasures
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n TRIBHWAN UNIVERSITY

INSTITUTEOF

Examination Control Division
2072 Ashwin

Erem. t'

I*vel BE f,'ull lUarks 40

Programme All (Except B. Arch) Pass Itiartrs l6
Year / Part Uil Time 3 hrs.

1

Sabject: - Engineering Drawing ll (ME45t)

/ Candidates are required to give their aruwers in their own words as far as practicable.
/ Attempt &,questiow.{ I:hefigures in the margin indicate Full Mark.
y' Assume suitable data if necessary.

l. Orthogmphic views of an object is shown in figue below. Draw its Isometric view. tl0l

t6l

Ir:l

2. Draw oblique view of an object from given orthographic views in figure below.

lz

3. Drawthetopviewandsectionalfrontviewofdoublerivetedchaintypelapjointforbasic
diameter of hole is 24 mm.

OR
Determine the ma:rimum and minimum material conditions, allowance and type of fit for
hole and shaft designated by H7ls6 for the basic size of 50 mm. Assuming fundamental
deviation for H and s are 0 mm and 0.040 mm respectively and values of intemational
tolerance grades for 7 and 6 are 0.025 mm and 0.016 mm respectively-

o
F

I

I

h l0



--.iqr+'.*_I
i

half-section front
u4l

-F..':!''-

C>

4. Draw sectional front view (section at A-A) from the components as shown in figure
below. tsI

r32

@

./c

OR
Sketch the symbols for the following

a) Spot weld f) Circuit breaker
b) Crossover g) Public addressing system
c) Three phase motor h) Surface finish with X roughness
d) Embankment i) Amplifpr

L;;,; ' ' e) Nippfe' - j) Ilili.e;rkur
-\- -' '*

5. Assemble the parts shown in figure below of foot-step bearing and draw
view of assembled product. Dimension as the requirement.

/*

@.ott.

3,10 BODY c.r.
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33 TRIBHWANI.'NWERSITY

INSTTTUTE OF ENGINEERING
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2072 Ashwin

Exam. It ctlu lrr r
Level BE FuIt lt{arks m

Programme
BEL, BEX, BCT
BIE- B. Aeri. Pess llflarks 32

Year/Part I/II Time 3 hrs.

Subject: - Engineering Chemistry 6H453)

r' Candidates ate required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
/ Attempt All,questions.'
r' Tlrcfigures tn the margin tndicote Full Marks.
y' Assume suitable data if 4ecessary.

1. Wbat is meant by standard hydrogen electrodd Explain briefly with diagram. Calculate
the emf of the following cell at as"cMgtwg* 10.tM;i/Ag*(lMyAg. Given EoMg#/Mg
= -23i V E"Ag*lAg : +0.80V [3+2]

2. a) What is meant by buffer capacity of a buffer solution? How does a solution containing
a mixture of benzoic acid and sodium benzoate maintain its constant pH value even
on the addition of small amount of strong acid or alkali? Explain. t3]

b) Derive Henderson's equation for basic buffer solution. l2l
3. Show your acquaintance to homogenous and heterogeneous catalysis. Describe the

intermedate compound formation theory of catalysis. [2+31

4. a) What are the main sources of water pollution? Write the various impacts of water
pollution. t3I

b) What are the causes of soil pollution? How it can be controlled? l2l
5. What are air pollutants? Give a brief account about the adverse effects of air polluants on

human beirigs and their possible remedies. [2+1.5+1.5]

6. What do yo0 meant by cross linked polyner? What are the general characteristics of
inorganic polymer? What are the engineering application of chalcagenide polyrner? U+2+27

7. a) What ar fiber reinforced polymers? Write their application in the field of
engineering. t3l

b) What are non-biodegradable polymers? What are the demerits of using them? lzt
8. a) Are all d-block elements called transition elements? Justifi, your answer with reason-

Why do transition elements called so? L2l

b) WTry do transition elements show variable oxidation state? Point out the industrial
applications of 3d-series elements. t3I

12.5x2l9. Explainwhy:

a) Compounds of Titanium in +3 oxidation state axe color.ued but those in *4 oxidation
state are colourless.

b) Transition elements formed significant number of complexes.

10. How would you account for the difference in stnrctures and magnetic properties between

tNi(cL]2-and [Ni(cN14]2" l2.5x2l

(

\
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Y

Erem. llegu ll r'

I*vel BE trull ltdartc 80

Programme
BEL, BEX, BCT
BIE B. AEri.

Pass Marks 32

Year I Part I/II Time 3 hrs.

Subiect: - Fundamental and Heat Transfer (M8452)

r' Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ Attempt All questions.
r' Thefigures inthe margin indicate Full Marles.
{ Necessam tahles are afrached herewith.y' Assume suitable data if rccessary. 3

1. Differentiate betrreen Microscopic and Macroscopic viewpoint with examples.

2. Derive expressions for displacement work traosfer for the following process:

a) Constant- Pressure Process
b) Constant temperattre process and
c) Polytrophicprooess

3. Explain how saturation cutve is formed on T-v diagram.

4. State ftst law of thermodynamics for a control mass undergoing cyclic process. Write the
mass and energy equations for a control volume and reduce them for steady shte process.

5. Define isenbopic process. Derive isentropic relations for an ideal gas and incomp,ressible
substances.

6. Sketch an ideal Braylon cycle on P-v and T-s diagrams; also dErive an expression for its

, ;ffiT;ssion for conduction heat hansfer through a composite cylinder.

8. A mercury manometer is used to measure the pressnre in stream pipe. The level of the
mercury in the manometer is 97.5 mm. Find the absolute pres$re of steam inside the
prpe. If the reading ofthe manometer drops to 80 mm, what isthe new pmessurt of steam?

ffake sp.gr. of Hg = 13.6, Parm = 760 mm ofHg and g = 9.81 rnls2J

9. A rigid container with a volume of 0.170 m3 is initially frlled wittr sueanr at 2p0 kPq
300"C. It is cooled to 90"C. (Steam tables are attached here with)

a) At wtrat rcmperature does a phase change start to occur?
b) What is the final p,rcssure?

c) What mass fraction ofthe water is liquid in the final state?

10. A gas turbine develops 60 MW of power outpu! Mass flow rate of gas is found to be 80
ke/s. of at inlet and exit of the tr.rbine are as follows:

:.. i) Daemiae the rate at which heat is lost from the turbine surface.

141

t4I

I
I

,t

I

t4l

t6I

t6l

t6I

t5l

t6I

t8I

i
:

1

t
L

n

.:

t8I

,b)

Properties InIet Ouflet
0.1 MPaPressure 8 MPa

Temoerature 5000c 500c
Velocitv 50 m/s 150 m/s

10m 5mElevation above the reference level

the inlet and outlet areas. [Take R= 287 J&g.k C, = 1005 J/kgk)
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fD
tl.A dgid vessel consist of 0.4 kg of hydrogen initially at200 kPa and 27oC, heat is

transferred to the system from a reservoir at 600K until its temperature reaches 450 K.
Determine heat transfer, the change in entropy of hydrogen and the amount of entopy
produced. (Take c,: 10.183YK9K) " [8]

12. An engine working on a diesel cycle has a complession ratio of 16 and the cut offtakes
place at 8o/o of the stroke. Determine its air standard efficiency. What will be new
efficie,ncyifcompressionratioisincreasedto20? [Takey= 1.4]. t8l

13. A 150 mm steam pipe (k = 42 WmK) has inside diameter of 120 mm and outside
diameter of 160 mm. It is insulated at the outside with asbestos (k : 0.8 WmK). The
steam temperature is 150oC and the air temperature is 20oC. [re heat fiansfer co-efficient
for inner and outer surfaces are 100 rff/mt and 30 Wm'K. How thick slrould the
asbestos to be provided in order to timit the hat loss to 2.1 kW#? I51
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ll.a) the following complexes by IUPAC system

iii)
iv) [c(CeHeh]

bL,*low does Werner's theory explain the stnrctures of complex compounds?

12. What'are primary and low explosives? Give the preparation and uses of glycerol

$nitrut". t2+31

[2+3]

13+21

t3+21

13. a)

b)

ru.:4)

b)

What is paint? Give the requisites of a good paint.

W(ut *" lubricating oils? Indicate their importance in engineering fiels.

What isomerism is shown by butenedioic acid and why?

#rfferenttatebetween racemic mixtue and meso compound.

15/1Mhat are elimination reactions? Write the mechanism of E2 reaction taking an example.
Shgw lor:r acquaintance to Saytzeffs rule. U+2+21

16, What do you mean by SN reactions? Explain reaction meohanisrn for the hydrolysis of 3o 
'

alky halide by aqueous sodium hy&oxide. U+41
**+
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